
Quilt As Desired Supply List 
 NO SEWING MACHINES NEEDED FOR THIS CLASS!!!!!!!!!!  

Quilt tops that need quilting ideas 

Copier paper  8 ½” X 11” 

French curves, circle templates (both are available at any office supply store) 

18 X 24 inch sketch pad-50 lb. paper is preferred (Michael’s Arts & Crafts carries this) 

Tracing paper- a pad or a roll is fine, whichever is cheaper  

Blue (painter’s) masking tape (Found at Home Depot, Target or Lowe’s) 

Number 2 pencils, pencil sharpener, and eraser (besides the ones on your pencils), scotch tape, colored pencils, and a mechanical pencil 

Quilter’s Design Mirrors (These are 8 ½” X 11” and are hinged.  They are also more resistant to breakage than regular mirrors.) 

Vinyl clear plastic about 18” by 27” (Please bring  a rather heavy weight of vinyl.  Available at Jo Ann’s.) 

Crayola Washable Markers 

One plastic or foam or paper cup for water & paper towels 

Paper scissors 

You will need accurate paper scissors for this, not kitchen shears, household scissors or kids’ scissors.  Some like serrated scissors for 

this as they tend to “grip” the paper.  But any good brand of scissors will work for this.  Mine are Ginghers, that are dedicated to 

paper. 

Rotary Cutter 

We will be using this to cut paper.   If you have blades that are too dull for fabric, bring them.  But please be sure that they are not 

too dull or you will cut yourself.  Ask me how I know 

One rotary cutting ruler at least 12“  long. 

17” X 23” cutting mat-class will be much easier if each student brings their own  

Sharpie ultra fine point (a dark color so it will show through paper) 

Clear 18” ruler for drawing- please bring one that is NOT made for rotary cutting  These are sold in Quilt Stores.  They are clear with red 

markings to indicate measurements. 

The following two items are highly recommended but not required: 

 Flexible Curve- I prefer the 40” over the 24”, but this is your choice.  These can be found at any large office supply store.  

These are the best compasses I have found for drawing accurately. They both have a screw so there is no slippage and have an 

extender so you can accurately draw larger circles with an attachment so you can mark directly on your quilt with a fabric marker. 

                 Utrecht Geometry Compass Set-this is item #83005 on www. utrecht.com and sells for between $14.99 (sale price) and 

$20.99 (regular price).                                      OR 

                Helix Technical Precision Plus Drawing Set.  This can be found at any big box office supply stores.  Office Max carries it. 
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